Grip

Yachting
A high-performance ANTISLIP adhesive film
Recommended for:
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Slipping or falling on a boat can have serious solution: Replace paint by an antislip adhesive film
consequences. Decks are often slippery, particularly that protects, is invisible and is easy to apply.
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when the boat is heeled over. There are, of course,
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original surface of your boat. Uniflow engineers worked The film GripGrip
is available in two versions : Grip
on finding a simple, quick, economical and effective strong and Grip regular.
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Grip

Self-adhesive and specifically designed for use in marine environments (sweet or salt
water) ensuring safe footing on all the smooth parts of the boat where there is frequent
Grip
passage.
Grip is easy to apply and remove without damaging the areas protected. The
adhesive layer remains on the film and not on the surface to which it is applied.
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High performance
Excellent antislip properties
in accordance with standards
01 DIN 51130 and 01 DIN
51017.
Highly resistant to abrasion,
protects the deck from wear.
Protects against UV and limits
yellowing of the gel coat
Deadens sound levels.

Economical
A single application for
years of sailing.

Practical and easy to
place
Can be applied to all
surfaces (wood, plastics,
steel, plexiglass, glass, etc.).
Can be applied inside and
out.
Easy to cut up (cutters or
scissors).

Grip

Grip is digitally printed!
Grip is easy to digitally print (latex inks). Using a computer
file, you can print your antislip strip with the name
Gripof your boat, or
with the logo or any decoration you choose. The printing does not
change the antislip properties of the films Grip .

+ +Grip
Grip is a transparent film which preserves the white or colours of the base colour.
Grip is printed directly (digital printing) or protects any printing with an upper
lamination layer.

Grip

Printing on the film Grip strong
1,3 m x 0,85 m
Film glued to the pontoon and on board,
where the gangway is placed.

Micro beads treated with antibacterial agents.
Entirely comfortable for bare feet (regular version).
Easy to clean thanks to the ordered structure of the glass beads.

Official dealer / Applicator UNIFLOW

Uniflow Marine SAS
Centre d’affaires - International Aeroport
F 62520 Le Touquet Paris Plage
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